No score has given our consultants more anxious concern. Although some believe that the bracket of 50% to 70% could be retained, there is substantial agreement that the percentage of control is now more than 60%, and no analysis supported a lower estimate. Our consultants, each of whom has devoted many years to observation and study of Communist operations throughout the world, are unanimous in pointing out that the anti-Communist forces in the United States, both conscious and latent, are now stronger than ever before in this century, but that note that the Conspiracy's power to obtain what it wants, and to prevent what it does not want, has also increased—temporarily, we hope. One of our consultants thought that 65% was fair approximation; several suggested 60-70%, and some 65% to 75%.

The figures will, of course, seem utterly incredible to those who have never studied for themselves the methods of the Communist Conspiracy. The estimate will also profoundly discourage anyone who does not remind himself that in the United States, as in every country in which the Conspiracy has not yet attained complete command of the army and the police, the Conspiracy's control depends on deceit—massive, universal deceit. To maintain its control, it must continue to deceive the majority—to deceive, above all, the working men and the financiers whom it bribes with factitious increases in wages or profits. Power that is exercised by deceit is also power that can be destroyed by exposure.

It is not too much to say that the Conspiracy's greatest single asset in the whole world today is the fact that our score will seem utterly unbelievable and preposterous to so large a part of the American people. That is the asset for which the International Communist Conspiracy has worked the hardest. When it began its real drive for capture of the United States in the early years of this century, it adopted a patient gradualism, so that each small step toward its goal would come to seem normal before another advance was made in the same part of the field. And it relied, above all, on a poisoning of the American mind so subtle and thorough that each advance toward Communism could be made to seem the "progress of democracy" or an "inevitable change."

It must not be forgotten that the Conspiracy's first intensive efforts were devoted to penetration of our most highly reputed universities, where it attained a notable success by 1910, and by 1920, a power so great that we of today can only marvel that the irrefragable evidence presented in R. M. Whitney's Reds in America and half a dozen other books did not excite national alarm—marvel until we see by what cunning devices and masterly disguises the Conspiracy diverted and distracted the American people.

It is probable that every American under the age of fifty was at some time in his youth taught by one or more teachers who had been taught by teachers trained or influenced by Bolshevics. The principal objective of the Conspiracy's activity in this field was not to recruit Communists, but to prepare minds to accept, under the guise of "democracy," "social science," and the like, the carefully planned and controlled subversion of morality and reason. All of us have had implanted in our minds at some time (often by unwitting teachers) the basic lies and illusions on which the Conspiracy's power now depends.

Most of us, no doubt, grew up with the illusion that wealth was somehow a certificate of conservatism. We had fixed in our minds an image of the Bolshevist as a starving, uncouth, and hirsute agitator who screamed from soap-boxes and carried a home-made bomb in his hip pocket—a mere pest, a ridiculous nuisance. That distracted attention from the real Bolsheviks, who were sleek, contented, and plausible, enormously wealthy or highly educated, skilled in exerting subtle financial pressures or in contriving sophistries that would leave the mind defenceless against the slow advance of Communism under other names, one cautious step after another, in each of a hundred seemingly unrelated fields.

Such covert advance was easy, because the international criminals did not invent or create the forces they use. An arsonist does not invent oxygen or change its chemical valence; he merely uses it to start fires. The Communists did not invent religious scepticism or atheism, but they knew how to use disbelief in Christianity in a score of ways, from the enlistment of atheist ministers in the churches to the propagation of sycophantic cults that would spread internationalist superstitions; they knew, above all, how to divert the frustrated religious instincts of disbelievers toward a grotesque and totally irrational vision of a Heaven on Earth to be created by socialism, complete with a man-god to be worshipped by the incredibly credulous sceptics.

The sexual instinct is not only inherent in mankind, but has inspired some of the noblest emotions. The Communists have known how to use it many ways, from establishing as a "science" the obscene mumbo-jumbo of Freudian witch-doctors to the corruption and degradation of youth by inciting promiscuity and homosexual perversion.

By thus using the existing forces, which should be the very sources of our strength, against us, Communist drives in
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FROM WEEK TO WEEK

In July of each year since 1958 the magazine American Opinion has published a "Scoreboard" of Communist influence in all the countries of the world. Too many people still regard Communism as a military threat emanating from Russia, and, to a lesser extent, from China—a threat mitigated to some degree by the supposed 'split' between those two countries. It is only necessary to imagine that Russia and China proclaimed their identity of purpose in every respect to realise that public opinion, particularly in the U.S.A., would demand realistic policies and actions to end the threat; but as things are, we hardly dare confront China for fear of ending the 'thaw' in our relations with Russia—not to mention the threat to our growing 'trade', which is the name we give to strengthening our enemies.

In fact, however, Communism is not a military confrontation.

It is an international conspiracy, organised in every country of the world. It is a sort of many-tentacled octopus, the movements of the tentacles being co-ordinated from a central nervous system, the main part of which is almost certainly located in the great international banking houses of New York. Subsidiary centres of co-ordination exist in each country.

The real spread of Communism is in the extent to which these centres exert control over local populations, so that increasing centralisation of government is an advance in Communist objectives, even when such centralisation is merely called socialism, or even 'democratic' socialism. Most of this extension is the result of the penetration first of the schools and universities and, much later, of the governing bureaucracies, by Fabian-type socialists: we are seeing the fruit of the policy of financing the London School of Economics "to train the bureaucrats who will run our future socialist state". Since that policy was enunciated, many generations of students have been indoctrinated in theories which make socialism seem natural and inevitable. From among these students and graduates suitable material is recruited into the more secret ramifications of the apparatus—that is to say, they are made conscious to varying degrees of the real intention of socialism; and some come to realise that short of full total government control, there is almost certain to be resistance to government. Such resistance they call counter-revolution, and come to 'realise' the necessity of using force to suppress it.

Thus to assess the Communist menace it is necessary to estimate the degree of control the conspiracy tout court exercises in every country—degree of control being best designated as a percentage. It is this that the "Scoreboard" does.

Over the years since its inception, the Scoreboard has shown a marked increase in overall control. The rate of advance has varied from country to country, and in some areas control has actually diminished—usually only temporarily. The estimates given are the result of "thousands of hours of the most careful research by our correspondents on six continents"; they now show that the Conspiracy is about four fifths of the way to total success.

On the face of it, our situation now would appear to be hopeless. But as an article in American Opinion points out: "in every country in which the Conspiracy has not attained complete control of the army and the police, the Conspiracy's control depends on deceit—massive, universal deceit... Power that is exercised by deceit is power that can be destroyed by exposure." That is, if those who know what we are up against will teach those who do not, and those who do not will make the effort to learn. Enough of the whole story has now been pieced together, and supported by testimony from those who one way or another have been involved in some of the inner mechanics of the Conspiracy, for conviction to be possible to any normally intelligent person who will take the time and trouble to read and assimilate the evidence now available.

Early in his work, the late C. H. Douglas realised that International Finance was essentially a conspiracy, Marxist Communism never pretended to be anything else. To students of the matter, it was clear enough that Fabian Socialism was a conspiracy, of an apparently more respectable kind. But it has only relatively recently become clear that these three are only three aspects of one Conspiracy, by which the power of Finance has penetrated and taken over the overt mechanisms of government, using Fabian-type socialists (conscientious and unconscious—i.e., brainwashed) to effect the penetration of organisations and government instrumentalities and Communists to exploit the economic and political disorders promoted by false economic theories and eventually to provide the secret police of the ultimate totalitarian world state.

There are now many countries where Communism is in full control; but the primary target of the Conspiracy is Christian civilisation, and many of the countries captured so far have been taken mainly in order to deprive the so-called West of their use and resources, and in the course of a general outflanking movement which with the fall of South Vietnam will be complete. So the main interest of the Scoreboard is how the score stands for us.

The figures given relate not to popular support of, but to the degree of control exercised by the Conspiracy. Averaging the scores for the countries of Europe, we get a figure of 40-50%; but key countries such as France (70-90%) and Italy (70-90%) are much higher. Britain is listed now as 60-80%; Australia 20-40%; New Zealand 20-30%; and Canada 60-80%.

The most important score, of course, is that for the U.S.A., for the U.S.A. is the headquarters for the present at least of the heart of the Conspiracy, and it is also the only country which at this stage could destroy the Conspiracy. The score is 60-80%.
If this figure seems incredible, remember that if Communism is to be defeated, a beginning must be made somewhere, and for all its power, the U.S.A. has nowhere made that beginning. The reason is not inability, but because the Conspiracy is in control at the top policy-making levels. Thus the Cuba missile crisis was devised to give Cuba an American guarantee against invasion; the Vietnam war is being conducted on a no-win basis; and thousands of U.S. Marines were poured into Santo Domingo to ensure that the military did not obtain control of the situation, while President Johnson sought 'advice' from confessed Latin American Communists (Juan Bosch and Betancourt).

The final and total success of the Conspiracy is now certain unless real and drastic steps are taken to defeat it. The next most important is to get rid of the gang of 'advisers' who have made the President of the U.S.A. their captive. The next would be, were most important, to clean up the mass communications media. As it is not possible, alternative methods of reaching public opinion need to be exploited rapidly and effectively. Those who know the truth about the present situation are an army—the only army of any account now—opposed to the Conspiracy. But if they will not fight—by making the truth known—they will be destroyed by the usual Red methods, to make "counter-revolution" impossible.

SCOREBOARD 1965 (continued from page 1)

hundred separate fields could be disguised as "modern" religion, sexual "education," the "new" economics, the "new" art, the "new" history, and so on through a hundred entries having no obvious or stated relation to one another, except that they are all somehow supposed to represent "progress" toward "a more abundant life." Only when one looks closely does one see that the progress in every field—with the sole exception of exact science and technology, which, by their very nature, can have no relation to the values of human life—is "progress" toward barbarism, designed to weaken and destroy our moral instincts and our capacity for self-respect—designed, in short, to kill loyalty to the United States, respect for the white race, comprehension of Western civilization, and veneration of God. That simultaneous movement in a hundred supposedly unrelated segments of our national life cannot be mere coincidence.

The direction of these secret forces can be ascertained only by prolonged observation and rigorously logical deduction. For example, it was only when they became powerful by complementary and synchronised efforts that we could be sure that the Fabian Socialists and the confessed Communists are merely two tentacles of the same octopus.

Communist control increased so rapidly, from 20-40% in 1958 to 60-80% in 1965, because the conspirators are now reaping the harvest of the lies they planted in our minds from 1920 to 1955.

There is one group that will not question in their own minds the accuracy of our score, whatever they may say about it in public: the Bolsheviks themselves and their scabrous collaborators. They are openly exulting and becoming ever more brazen.

Professor Milton Mayer of Syracuse University is reported to have proclaimed in public: "We must haul down the American flag. Haul it down, stamp on it, and spit on it." What distinguishes Professor Mayer is his ability to state in terse English what many thousands of his colleagues throughout the country have been doing for decades. They have been spitting their vileness not only on our flag, but into the minds of our children. And they now feel that their control of our academic system is so complete that they can exercise it openly with impunity.

At the University of California in Berkeley, whence came most of the repulsive creatures that you see in Operation Abolition, there was another demonstration, and the police had to haul 814 writhing, kicking, and screaming creatures out of one of the University's own buildings (see April 1965, pp. 25-37). The academic Senate, composed of the senior members of the faculty—those with the highest academic rank—voted almost eight to one to support and endorse the terrorists they had hatched at the expense of the taxpayers of California. How could arrogant confidence in the triumph of the Communist Conspiracy have been expressed more clearly?

At Yale University the official head of the Communist Party, Arvo Halberg, alias Gus Hall, after spouting his hatred of our country, was given a standing ovation by the students and lionised by the faculty. Naturally, Governor Wallace of Alabama was denied permission to speak on Yale's rich red soil, although a sign reading "Americans not allowed," has not yet been posted above the gate. Gus Hall and other Bolshevik agitators have spoken on the campuses of more than one hundred colleges and universities at the invitation or with the blessing of the "educators" who administer those lairs and think discretion no longer necessary. On most campuses Communist cells, under a dozen names, are multiplying more rapidly than fleas on a dog, and at least one college has begun to give academic credit for rioting.*

You can learn to drive through any campus to see the hordes—what Mr. Tom Anderson has aptly described as an "aggregation of unwashed, zoot-suitied, bearded, black and white beantwoks, anarchists, and slobs," together with their females. And if you step into any classroom, the chances are that you can see at work and hear some "intellectual," his congested little mind festering with loathing of our country, our race, and our civilisation.

In the Communist-controlled mass media, the conspirators and their hirelings are now openly deluging the country with Bolshevik propaganda. The Saturday Evening Post, for example, describes Communism as "a civilising [!] force that deserves encouragement" and as representing "many of the hopes and ideals we cherish for ourselves." The "we," of course, is editorial.

And the same forces are openly and unabashedly carrying out the orders proclaimed in Moscow on December 5, 1960. In all the mass media, pundits sell such epithets as "Radical Right," "extremists," "racists," and the like to defame decent Americans.

*As reported in The Councilor (March 5, 1965), Antioch College in Ohio now gives credit toward a college degree as well as a cash subsidy, for participation in efforts which start race-riots in the South. By an unofficial but recognised rule in many colleges and universities it is understood that faculty members must not expect such dastardly young revolutionaries to make up required work in the many cases they miss while absent from the campus to work with the Communists in the South.—It should be noted that while Bolsheviks began to install enemies and degenerates in college faculties many years ago, it is only in the past decade that they have made extensive use of the technique of planting their agents and organisers in the student body. These agents can often be recognised easily: They are "professional students," in the sense that they remain on one campus for many more years than is normal, dragging out their supposed undergraduate careers under many pretences and often supplied with vague scholarships and fellowships by the college. The rapid multiplication of such techniques on college campuses in the past ten years, and the organisation of DuBois Clubs and other Communist action organisations (see especially Counterattack, June 18 1965), is clear proof that the Conspiracy plans to use in this country on a large scale the "student riots." It has used so successfully in other countries as an effective and preliminary to a takeover. What you saw in Operation Abolition was but a pilot study to determine how far criminals could obtain immunity by registering in a university. The recent scenes in Berkeley and Chicago are but faint harbingers of what the Conspiracy plans for the coming year.
who dare to criticise the international criminals. Week after week, five periodicals, the Post, Life, Look, Time, and Newsweek, drip their corruption on almost thirty million readers, and surely produce some infection with each discharge. To these, you must add many other periodicals, most of the daily papers, and the large television networks. Do you wonder that the Bolsheviks feel victory in the very air?

In another area, obvious but generally overlooked in this connection, the Conspiracy is quietly rubbing its hands with satisfaction. The efforts of the Warren Gang to produce a tidal wave of violence and crime are accomplishing their purpose. This is related to the race war that the same crew knowingly initiated on the famous “Black Monday,” but is legally distinct. A series of decisions, begun in the “Mallory” case in 1957, are, step by step, making it virtually impossible to convict criminals and to police cities. Since whatever Earl Warren and his accomplices say is established as the “law of the land” for lower courts, the new “rules”—which could be called insane, if they did not have a terribly obvious purpose—bind even honorable judges. Recently, for example, a foul creature, who had on three separate occasions confessed that he had brutally killed his wife and thrown her body on a dump like a piece of garbage, came up for trial. Earl Warren’s “Mallory” decision was invoked. And the judge had no alternative but to say: “We know the man is guilty. . . . I will direct a verdict of acquittal, and I do so with a heavy heart. . . . In fact, it almost makes me physically ill.” It, and the innumerable cases like it, should make every American sick—better sick than dead.

The wolf-packs of rabid beasts that roam the streets of our cities now quote their great patron, Earl Warren, when they taunt the police with the Remembered line, “I don’t have to talk to you or even give you my name unless you have got a charge against me.” In August of 1963, the House of Representatives passed a bill to nullify in the District of Columbia the “Mallory rule” and the related ruling by the Court of Appeals in the “Durham case” (by which, for example, a biped animal that raped three women was adjudged “not guilty” because he said he had been an assistant of the unspeakable Bela-Kun, was brought in as an expert. He was Joseph Pogany, alias John Schwartz, alias Joseph Lang, alias John Pepper. It was probably he who drew up the master plan that the Conspiracy has steadily followed since that time, planting the seeds of violence but not letting them bloom until the Warren Court was ready to rip another section out of the Constitution with its “Black Monday” edict. It took a long time, of course, for the Conspiracy’s agents so to poison the national mind that people would not recognise what mouthings about “integration” and “Civil Rights” really meant. They are just beginning to find out.

(The to be continued)
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Truth OR Repose

“The man who is to me the most profound of all Americans, Ralph Waldo Emerson, once said that everyone must make his choice between truth and reposes. It could not have both. Today you have left your choice somewhat in my hands. And I am not only bringing you truth instead of comfort, but truth which may shatter a lot of the comfort you already feel.

“For the truth I bring you is simple, incontrovertible, and deadly. It is that, unless we can reverse forces which now seem inexorable in their movement, you have only a few more years before the country in which you live will become four separate provinces in a world-wide Communist dominion ruled by police-state methods from the Kremlin. The map for their division and administration is already drawn. We are living, in America today, in such a fool’s paradise as the people of China lived in twenty years ago, as the people of Czechoslovakia lived in twelve years ago, as the people of North Vietnam lived in five years ago, and as the people of Iraq lived in only yesterday.

It is already seven years since Robert Welch made the above statement in “The Blue Book of the John Birch Society” which is available at 16/- from K.R.P. Publications Ltd., 5 New Wanstead, London, E.11.
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On 30th June, 1965 about 4,000 people took part in a “Vietnam Day” mass lobby of Parliament, in protest against the war in Vietnam and the British Government’s support of U.S.A. action in Vietnam. The importance of this lies in the fact that such a gathering requires considerable arrangement and points to the existence of a well-established nation-wide organisation and that it conforms to similar protests all over the world.

It is quite likely that the fate of the world now depends on the outcome in Vietnam, and a major objective of the Communist conspiracy within and without the United States is to make an American collapse or withdrawal credible.

American public opinion, which increasingly recognises the real issue, must be suitably prepared for an ‘accident’ which, one way or another, will render America’s position untenable. Then, with the inevitable and probably rapid collapse of the whole of Asia, there will seem to be no alternative to the negotiated surrender of America to Communism, or whatever name the Finance-Communist Conspiracy chooses to give its World Government over the enslaved populations of the globe—what is left of them after potential ‘saboteurs’ have been eliminated.

The British Foreign Secretary was reported on the 5th May, 1965, as saying that President Soekarno had referred to Australia as “South Irian”. Perhaps not even this was necessary to bring home to Australians the palpable threat of invasion. What lies behind this threat?

Indonesia is a Communist controlled country, and Communism is a world-wide international conspiracy to impose a police-state government over the whole world. Its method is by means of highly organised internal Communist groups, tightly disciplined, to work by subversion and disorder for the breakdown of normal governments and the promotion of revolution, to be backed up by Communist troops. That is why the Russians have established a “base” in Indonesia.

Careful observers have estimated that the odds in favour of the conspiracy in all its ramifications being successful are about four to one. This is because the present degree of its success is not apparent except to students of the subject, and its methods are so deceptive that the real meaning of its international manoeuvres is usually not apparent until after their success—as, for example, in the take-over of Cuba and West New Guinea, now called West Irian.

But an even more important reason is that the majority of the conspirators are secret. They have been infiltrated into various key positions in governments at all levels, into universities, schools and churches, and Party organisations. From these positions, and working to a carefully conceived plan, they exercise an unperceived influence on government policies, perverting them in accordance with overall Communist strategy.

Can this terrible conspiracy be stopped and destroyed? If it can, there is one essential prerequisite: a very much more widely informed public opinion.

Although from time to time books and other documents exposing some aspects of the conspiracy have been published, they have seldom attracted much attention, and most were suppressed. But even a small number, taken together, completely expose the reality of the conspiracy and the nature of its methods. And fortunately, a suitable selection of such books has now been published in cheap and large editions, by people who have become aware of the fearful danger in which we stand, in a massive effort to avert that danger.

The conspiracy, of course, has methods of preventing the distribution of such books through normal channels; but it is vital that they become known and read, so that it is necessary as well as urgent to develop and utilise other channels. We hope that anyone who reads what we recommend and becomes convinced of the gravity of the situation and the probable shortness of the time available to deal with it will apply for further copies of this brochure to pass on to others, by hand or mail. They will be provided free for the purpose.
A Recommended Reading List on the International Communist Conspiracy

It may have been noticed how more and more the actions of President de Gaulle are conforming to Communist objectives. The largely unknown history of events in Algeria and France are described and documented in *The Tragedy of France* (8/3), reprinted from the magazine *American Opinion*.

The reality behind the racial riots in the U.S.A., is told by an ex-Communist negro, Manning Johnson, in *Color, Communism and Common Sense* (8/3). Shortly after publication of this book, the author was killed in an 'accident'.

*None Dare Call It Treason*, by John Stormer (6/2) is the almost incredible but carefully documented story of the progress of conspiracy in America where over five million copies have been sold.

*The Fearful Master* by G. Edward Griffin, (paper bound edition 8/6) describes the behind-the-scenes realities of the United Nations, whose permanent staff is dominated by Communists, with the heads of most of its agencies coming from Communist-controlled countries.

**A PROPHECY?**

Extracts of a document published in Russia in 1905 detailing either a prophecy or a plan of campaign; strategy and tactics to carry forward a coherent policy, glimpses of which, to the accompaniment of turmoil and disaster, have appeared down the centuries.
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**NO CO-EXISTENCE**

A highly synoptic account of the essential history of this increasingly troubled century.

1/3

**WHAT WE FACE**

A concise review of the revolution which “went by in the Night of Depression”, and some notes on the counter-revolution we face.

1/3

**ANTECEDENTS OF COMMUNISM**

Tracing the writings of Marx to their original source, this booklet gives some important history of the International Conspiracy.

2/6

**THE BLUE BOOK OF THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY**

This book will serve to give any really interested person a clear understanding of what the John Birch Society is trying to do and how and why.

16/-

**THE POLITICIAN**

By ROBERT WELCH

The documented story of Dwight David Eisenhower WAS HE

- Simply a clever politician?
- too naive to know what he was doing?
- consciously serving a conspiracy?

16/-
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**A LETTER TO THE SOUTH, ON SEGREGATION**

By ROBERT WELCH

1/4

**THROUGH ALL THE DAYS TO BE**

By ROBERT WELCH

A speech dealing with the Communist Conspiracy and its methods.

3/-

**“SCOREBOARD 1965” Edition of “AMERICAN OPINION”**

This “Scoreboard” of Communist influence in all the countries of the world gives as percentages, not the popular support of Communism, but the degree of control over the political and economic life of each country exercised, secretly or openly, by the International Communist Conspiracy through all its instrumentalities.

8/3

**IT'S VERY SIMPLE, THE TRUE STORY OF CIVIL RIGHTS**

By ALAN STANG

By closely examining a number of the more active Civil Rights groups, their tactics and their leadership, Alan Stang’s book makes it quite clear and very simple that they are following closely the programme drawn up by the Communists as far back as 1928 to promote a revolution in the United States.
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"It is better to light one candle than to curse the darkness"
(an old Chinese proverb).

This is a carton of twelve inexpensive specially selected re-prints
by authors with direct personal knowledge of various aspects of
the Conspiracy. 69/- (separate copies 8/3)

1 While You Slept, by John T. Flynn.
   Will show you how so many developments, of huge and
   tragic significance, could have been brought to pass without
   your being aware of the forces behind them.

2 The Web of Subversion, by James Burnham.
   With names, dates, and specific facts this book reviews
   some part of the Communist infiltration into the U.S. gov-
   ernment itself which had already been exposed, before the
   executive order of May 17, 1954, issued by President Eisen-
   hower, made such further exposures impossible.

3 America’s Retreat From Victory, by Senator
   Joseph R. McCarthy.
   Few will believe this book until they have read it. But few
   fail to believe after they have read it. The almost incredible

4 Odyssey Of A Fellow Traveler, by Dr. J. B.
   Matthews.
   Now we go back two decades, to see how hundreds of
   “united fronts” were created, manipulated, and used by the
   Communists to condition the American people to be led by
   Stalin’s agents. Written by a misguided idealist who helped
   to create these fronts and then, completely disillusioned, did
   all he could to expose them.

5 Shanghai Conspiracy, by Major General
   Charles A. Willoughby.
   General Willoughby, as former Chief of MacArthur’s
   “Intelligence,” writes from direct personal knowledge and
   experience.

6 From Major Jordan’s Diaries, by George
   Racey Jordan.
   We are now ready to look again at American power—
   throughout the greatest war in history and its aftermath—
   being commandeered by Communists to serve the purposes of
   Stalin. Here is one tiny but important segment of the whole
   terrible tableau.

7 I Saw Poland Betrayed, by Ambassador
   Arthur Bliss Lane.
   One use by the Communists of American money, prestige,
   and productive might was to enable them, within five years
   after the war was over, to enslave all the countries of Eastern
   Europe. Here is a case history of that brutal subjugation.

8 The People’s Pottage, by Garet Garrett.
   In the meantime, the Communist-inspired conversion of
   America, from a constitutional republic of self-reliant people
   into an unbridled democracy of handout-seeking whiners, was
   proceeding according to plan. And still is. Here is the one
   book that tells the basic story best.

9 The Kohler Strike, by Sylvester Petro.
   Here in minuscule completeness is the whole story of the
   part played by labor bosses.

10 The Pentagon Case, by Victor J. Fox.
   In Poland, in Indonesia, in Bolivia, in many other countries,
   the destruction or extreme demoralisation of the armed
   forces of the nation was a prelude to its final complete
   capture, by the Communists. Here we see—though told as
   fiction—some aspects of the deliberate demoralisation of the
   U.S. “services,” which demoralisation has been carried
   immensely further since this book was written. It is enthrall-
   ing as a novel, but terrifying as history.

11 The Tragedy of Bolivia, by Alberto Ostri
   Gutierrez.
   Another case history, this one showing the now increasingly
   rapid and widespread subjugation of Latin America by the
   Communists, through the use of U.S. millions and U.S.
   might for exactly the opposite purpose from what the people
   of the United States are told by their government. The
   Communist take-over of Bolivia with the United States
   supplying the means, having been complete by 1956, this
   carefully documented record of the tragedy is extremely
   revealing as to what is happening almost everywhere else in
   Latin America today.

12 Nine Men Against America, by Rosalie M.
   Gordon.
   Rosalie Gordon’s thin volume on the U.S. Supreme Court
   shows how this body under Chief Justice Warren has been
   destroying every safeguard which might prevent the Comm-
   unists from carrying out their plans.

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION REPORT
ON COMMUNISM
A report by a special committee on Communist tactics,
strategy, and objectives. 3/-

CHRISTIANITY AND WORLD
GOVERNMENT
By H. S. SWABEY
Elaborates the alternatives named in the title. 1/4
THE GRAVEDIGGERS
By PHYLLIS SCHLAFLY and CHESTER WARD
The story "managed news" suppressed—who is really risking nuclear war?
6/2

MANACLES FOR MANKIND
By MARK EWELL
An analysis of U.N.O.'s Championship of Human Rights and an exposure of the true nature of that organisation.
8/2

THE INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT
By DAN SMOOT
A history of the American Council of Foreign Relations by a former F.B.I. agent. His meticulous research enabled him to follow the strands of a tangled web of interlocking directorates and secret connections to highly placed agents of the International Conspiracy.
8/2

BACKGROUND TO BETRAYAL—THE TRAGEDY OF VIETNAM
By HILAIRE DU BERRIER
This book dispels, once and for all, the confusion surrounding the Ngo dinh family, Diem, his brother Nhu and Madame Nhu.
8/3

THE BRIEF FOR THE PROSECUTION
By C. H. DOUGLAS
A penetrating examination of the period of uneasy truce between 1918 and 1939, by C. H. Douglas, wherein he lays bare a coherent, conscious, over-riding policy in full operation in every country and traceable to a central origin. This policy is still in operation today.
9/3

THE BIG IDEA
By C. H. DOUGLAS
"Like all undertakings which have been pursued to the stage of realisation, the Big Idea has firstly an objective, secondly a method of technique, and thirdly a dynamics by means of which the human individual can be made to conform to the technique so that the objective may be realised or attained.
"The objective is World Dominion.
"The technique is centralisation by a graded executive, operating through Law and Finance.
"The dynamic forces are Fear and Desire."
3/-

PROGRAMME FOR THE THIRD WORLD WAR
By C. H. DOUGLAS
"If the responsible individuals . . . are identified and punished, we may avoid a Third World War. If not, we shall have a Fourth and a Fifth."
2/6

STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN
A scoreboard of Communist influence
9d.

Anti-Communism is now an expanding movement and further information is continually being made available. We should be pleased to advise you of additions to our recommended reading list.
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